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tips on how to be
ALcohoL AwAre
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Have alcohol-free days – this
can lower tolerance, so it’s
easier to cut back, even on the
days when you do decide to drink.
Don’t use alcohol as a way
to relax. try exercising,
chatting to a friend, or going
for a walk to unwind after work.
consider reduced-alcohol
drinks, whether you’re at
home or out in a social setting.
offer to be the driver
when you go out so you
have an excuse to say no!
Worried about your drinking?
ask your gP about taking
a cage questionnaire.
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Alcohol is the sixth
biggest cause of serious
illness for those in their
50s and 60s. Dr Jeff
Foster tells us more…
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aby boomers born in the 1950s
and 1960s are fast becoming
a generation of problem drinkers,
according to recent reports – with
women aged 50-plus being the
biggest concern. Thanks to the ‘wine
o’clock culture’ – with some of us
drinking up to 35 units a week – the
habit of unwinding with a nice bottle
of red is taking its toll on our health.

Retirees tend to have more
disposable income for alcohol

‘once i opened a bottle, i’d finish the lot’
Steph and Dom enjoy a glass of
wine in front of the gogglebox

dangers
‘drinking ofthealcohol
is socially Knocking back a bottle

acceptable’
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of Pinot Grigio a night can
have a seriously damaging
effect on the body.
Short-term effects may mean
a hangover. ‘Dehydration, low sugar,
and electrolyte imbalance (levels of
potassium, magnesium and sodium) can
cause nausea, headaches, vomiting and
tiredness,’ says Dr Foster. ‘If more than
12 units are consumed in one sitting,

there’s a risk of alcohol poisoning, which
causes confusion, loss of co-ordination,
slurred speech, irregular or slow
breathing and a risk of collapse.’
Long-term effects can make depression
or other mental illness worse. ‘It causes
social problems in terms of behaviour,
and physically it increases our risk of
serious illness,’ explains Dr Foster.

glasses of wine per night is easily enough
to reach 28 units per week, way over the
recommended amount,’ says Jeff.
According to UK charity Drinkaware,
if you often drink heavily, enzyme levels
in your liver that metabolise alcohol go
up, and your tolerance builds. Therefore
to get the same effect, you need to
consume more alcohol, putting your
short and long-term health at risk.

so,
what now?
We don’t need to go teetotal, but bad

Q Dr Jeff Foster is a GP at Spire Parkway
Hospital. He is also a GP with a private
practice in west midlands and TFJ
Private GP services. E-mail him at
jeff.foster@tfjprivategp.co.uk.

habits need to change. ‘Habitual drinking
has become a national problem – two

Kaye, 55, reveals why she needed to
take a break from boozing.
‘I drank socially through my 20s, 30s
and 40s, but a few years ago this
gradually increased to three or four
bottles of wine a week.
I’d often open a bottle
to relax at the end of a
stressful day and, once
opened, I’d finish the lot.
Incredibly, I hadn’t
had any health-related
problems, but having
both parents die in their 30s and 50s
from alcohol-related illnesses, I knew
the potentially devastating effects.
after alcohol over-indulgence at
Christmas, I decided I needed a break.
on 1 January I started Dry January. It

was a personal test to see if I could
survive without it. I removed all
alcohol from my house to avoid
temptation and drank kombucha –
an alcohol-free fermented tea. It was
easier than I thought.
although I missed the
occasional ‘unwind’
drink, I felt much better.
my anxiety levels
reduced and I felt
more energised.
although I haven’t
given up drinking for good, I’ve cut
down to under the recommended
limit. I use the Dry January app to
keep track of how many glasses
I have in a week and I’m thinking
about doing Dry September.
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Despite living longer than our parents’
generation, a large number of us spend
retirement in poor health. Alcohol is now
the sixth biggest cause of serious illness,
including heart and liver disease, cancer
and even dementia. More than half-amillion 55-74-year-olds were admitted
to hospital in 2016 with alcohol-related
injuries or conditions – an increase of
64% in a decade – and there were over
5,000 alcohol-related deaths (up by
45% since 2011).
So why ARE baby boomers hitting
the bottle? Having retired, paid off
the mortgage and with no kids at home,
they suddenly have time and
disposable incomes. Dr Jeff
Foster, GP at Spire Parkway
Hospital, explains that the
cost of alcohol is lower too,
compared to 20 or 30 years
ago. In addition to this,
we’re drinking more at home,
where we can pour liberally from
our own bottles at a fraction of the
cost of going out. Most importantly,
our attitudes to boozing have changed.
‘Drinking alcohol in larger volumes is
much more socially acceptable than it
was in the 80s and 90s,’ he explains.

‘it was
easier than
i thought’
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